All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

The traffic network represents the fundamental structure of a city. As the carrier of its transportation activities and functions, it can be considered the aorta of a city's economy and its operational development. A city's traffic network is its most crucial subsystem for ensuring that the city runs in a stable and orderly fashion. Traffic is highly connected to and influenced by all levels of society, including the relationship among surrounding population distributions, transportation needs, economic development, culture, and geological conditions and landforms \[[@pone.0139961.ref001]\]. All these factors result in the need for different modes of transportation. With regard to public rail transit, in particular, its convenience and energy conservation makes this system of particular interest for researchers \[[@pone.0139961.ref002]\].

Most traditional traffic indicators are either graph or geographical indicators \[[@pone.0139961.ref003]\]. Garrison was the first to analyze public transportation networks \[[@pone.0139961.ref004]\], and after decades of improvement, scholars now know the particular factors that influence traffic hub nodes and network coverage, and have identified evaluation methods to consider both the topology and geography of networks \[[@pone.0139961.ref002]--[@pone.0139961.ref005]\]. The graph category measures and evaluates topological elements such as lines and networks, node degrees, node weights, edge weights, connectivity, complexity, and loops within the network. The geographical category defines more comprehensive indicators of a real network such as the lengths of edges and the average interspaces between stations. Derrible and Kennedy also made a significant contribution to transportation network analysis by using a new methodology to redraw metro networks into graphs using two indicators: directness and structural connectivity \[[@pone.0139961.ref006]\]. These researchers characterized 33 metro networks around the world, reviewed the impact of network size, and discussed the implications for topology. Quintero-Cano *et al*. \[[@pone.0139961.ref007]\] focused on pre-existing network indicators, whereas Kansky summarized the definitions of transit network properties \[[@pone.0139961.ref003]\]. In addition, Quintero-Cano \[[@pone.0139961.ref008]\] presented several macro-level prediction models for transit infrastructure, transportation network topology, transit route design, and transit performance and operations.

Researchers focused on the definitions of networks and spatial characteristics have used complex network theory to demonstrate that urban traffic networks---including rail, roads and streets---consist of the features that characterize complex networks; these researchers have also explored previously undiscovered macroscopic properties of traffic networks, defined new statistical parameters, and extensively investigated infrastructure networks \[[@pone.0139961.ref009]--[@pone.0139961.ref012]\]. Latora and Marchiori \[[@pone.0139961.ref013]--[@pone.0139961.ref015]\] and Wu, Sun, Gao *et al*. \[[@pone.0139961.ref016]--[@pone.0139961.ref021]\] used the statistical properties of individual choice and cascading failures to reveal the dynamic behavior of scale-free urban traffic networks. Computing the distribution degree, average path length, and clustering coefficient of a public transportation system in Shanghai, Li *et al*. \[[@pone.0139961.ref022]\] assessed the complex characteristics of that system while simultaneously exploring the error tolerance and attack vulnerability of the network. Their findings indicated that the public transportation network had a short average path length and high clustering coefficient; moreover, these findings were highly robust to errors but weakly robust to targeted attacks. Zhang *et al*. \[[@pone.0139961.ref023]\] discovered the universal characteristics of urban rail transit networks (URTNs) from six indicators and calculated the topological efficiency of the network and the clustering coefficient of the node. After comparing the basic spatial topological characteristics of rail transit networks from approximately 30 cities worldwide, these authors found that the average node degrees of URTNs are between 2 and 2.45; in addition, most of the average shortest path lengths fell into the interval 10 to 16, and the average betweenness of the nodes and edges exhibited a positive correlation with the number of stations. Other researchers who have studied the rail transit system have analyzed its statistical characteristics and evaluated the connectivity and reliability of the network using robustness theory \[[@pone.0139961.ref024]--[@pone.0139961.ref026]\].

However, insufficient research has been undertaken on rail transit networks and their complex network performance during the network expansion process. Importantly, the growth of a transportation network not only involves local traffic demand but also derives from optimizing transportation capacity across the entire network. As a result, concern for the growth process of a network will yield tremendous benefits over the long run. In this research, we will assess the network growth process, illustrate the network structure, and assess the performance and the evolution of the Public Urban Rail Transit Network of Kuala Lumpur (PURTNoKL). We also present a dynamic cascade process to show how limited structural change can affect the entire network and determine which components are most valuable within the network and which have the potential for future development. This analysis thus aims to enhance PURTNoKL's networkability with limited capital input and to ensure that future growth will be shaped practically and scientifically.

Nature Evolution Process of PURTNoKL {#sec002}
====================================

In Malaysia, Mohamad studied the rail network expansion process in Kuala Lumpur based on daily service times, coverage area, automobile equipment, running policies, traffic capacity, service objects and line integration to describe the basic rail transit situation, including necessary facilities, bus services, and private cars \[[@pone.0139961.ref027]\]. Moreover, Mohamad assumed that the future development of the public URTNs in Kuala Lumpur would mean expanding the network by adding nodes and improving service standards.

Rapid urban population growth and increasing traffic congestion emphasize the need for additional public transport \[[@pone.0139961.ref028]\]. The modern rail transport system has been widely used since 1995 in Greater Kuala Lumpur and the Klang Valley \[[@pone.0139961.ref029]\]. The rail system consists of two primary lines that are integrated and referred to as Keretapi Tanah Melayu (KTM). The first line is the Seremban Line, which runs nearly 160 km from Rawang station to Seremban and is operated by KTM Komuter. During normal operations, 3 more stations are active on this line: Kepong Sentral, KL Sentral, and Mid Valley. After introduction of the Rawang-Tanjung Malim shuttle service in 2007, the Seremban line expanded from Seremban Station to Rembau, acting as the pipeline connecting Kuala Lumpur to the surrounding suburbs. The second line is the Port Klang Line, which was opened on August 14, 1995, and stops at 21 stations over the 45 km between the Batu Caves and Port Klang. Adding 2 stations expanded the line from Putra to the Batu Caves, which is a famous tourist spot near Kuala Lumpur.

In 1996, there were two hinged and medium-capacity rapid transit routes, the Ampang Line and the Sri Petaling Line, that measured 27 km in total length and were operated by Rapid Rail. A section between Chan Sow Lin and Sri Petaling opened later, and the Sultan Ismail and Sentul Timur stations began operations in 1998. An extension is planned for development in two stages; stage one will extend from Seri Petaling to Bandar Kinrara and is expected to begin operations in 2015, and stage two will run from IOI Puchong Jaya to Putra Heights and will open in March 2016.

The Kelana Jaya Line is also part of two medium-capacity rapid transit systems. Referred to as the LRT, it was integrated into the Ampang Line in November 2011. It consists of 24 elevated light rail stations and 5 underground stations. The first section, which runs from Subang Depot to Pasar Seni, began operations in September 1998, whereas the second section, running from Pasar Seni to Putra Terminal, began operations in June 1999. Thus, the primary network of Kuala Lumpur was formed at that time, mainly covering the downtown area \[[@pone.0139961.ref030]\]. An extension from Kelana Jaya station to Putra Heights is expected to commence operations in 2016 and will join with Sri Petaling Line to form a loop.

The KLIA Express has only two stations---KL Sentral and the Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KLIA)--and non-stop express service has been running on this line since 2002. The KLIA Transit line is quite different; it has 3 stops, is connected to the Bandar Tasik Selatan transfer station (which is connected to KTM and LRT, in addition to bus, and taxi services), and has also been running since 2002.

The KL Monorail Line is the only urban monorail system in inner Kuala Lumpur. It is 8.6 km long, stops at 11 stations, has been linked with KL Sentral since August 2003, and is connected to the Ampang LRT Line by 2 stations. This line runs straight through the Bukit Bintang area, which is home to the most developed shopping malls in the city.

The MRT Sungai Buloh-Kajang Line, which is expected to be completed in 2017, will link the entire network from west to east, starting from Sungai Buloh station, running across KL Sentral and the Bukit Bintang area, and connecting the Kelana Jaya, Ampang, Sri Petaling and KL Monorail Lines before terminating at Kajang station.

Methods {#sec003}
=======

In this section, we will review and introduce the indicators used in the network design of public rail systems to test and calculate the performance and status of the PURTNoKL. First, we reviewed the static characteristics of networks. The network was represented using graph theory and was analyzed using the PURTNoKL's natural growth process. We then developed a network growth matrix with a time series.

[Fig 1](#pone.0139961.g001){ref-type="fig"} shows the basic network structure and network development plan of the PURTNoKL. Essential data from this network growth process were analyzed using the space-L method (primary method) to illustrate topological performance. [Fig 2](#pone.0139961.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the evolution of the topological network structure via increases in the service area boundary and the addition of nodes. The weight and length of each edge was denoted as 1, which improved measurements and illustrated the importance of the nodes topologically. The same station was provided a different notation for each different line; therefore KL Sentral station is seen on many lines. Unlike certain previous theories, this assumption explain the performance of a single node in various lines.

![The PURTNoKL development plan.](pone.0139961.g001){#pone.0139961.g001}

![The topological structure of the PURTNoKL in different years.\
(A) G1995. (B) G2003. (C) G2015. (D) G2017.](pone.0139961.g002){#pone.0139961.g002}

Next, we simulated the network growth process by adding different numbers of nodes to observe the dynamic changes in the network and to identify areas that are relatively stable and unaffected by change. These stations are likely to be considered potential growth points. Finally, we used artificial methods to attack the network to determine its robustness.

3. 1 Network representation {#sec004}
---------------------------

Using the popular graph theory, the PURTNoKL can be represented as an undirected connected network *G* = \<V, E\>, where V is the set of nodes, N is the number of nodes when V = {v~i~ \|i ∈ I ≡ {1, 2,..., N}}, E is the unordered pairs or edges of elements of V and is denoted by e~ij~, and E = {e~ij~ = (v~i,~ v~j~)\|i, j ∈ I}. In addition, the number of edges is denoted as M. The adjacency matrix of networks is A = \[a~*ij*~\]~*n*×*n*~, representing the connection between nodes v~i~ and v~j~, which is defined as $\text{a}_{\text{ij}} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{1,\begin{array}{ll}
 & \\
\end{array}(vi,vj) \in E} \\
{0,\begin{array}{ll}
 & \\
\end{array}(vi,vj) \notin E} \\
\end{array} \right.$, where a~ii~ = 0 to remove any self-connections. In addition, A = \[a~*ij*~\]~*n*×*n*~ is symmetrical and non-negative. G~2017~ denotes the rail transit network system in 2017.

3. 2 Network indicators {#sec005}
-----------------------

### 3.2.1 Classical traffic indicators {#sec006}

Here, we choose the number of nodes and edges, the complexity, the connectivity, the network loops and the availability of loops as related indices. The ratio between M and N, $\beta = \frac{M}{N}$, reveals the complexity of network growth. Similarly, connectivity---a connection indicator proposed by Kansky \[[@pone.0139961.ref003]\]--measures the ratio between the number of actual edges and M. The total number of edges possible in a plane, M~max~, can be calculated through the deduction of Euler\'s formula and is represented as *M* ~max~ ≤ 3*N*−6. Therefore, the connectivity index can be defined as $\tau = \frac{M}{3N - 6}$. As per graph theory, the loops in a network can be calculated by the formula presented by Ore \[[@pone.0139961.ref031]\]: *M* ~loops\ =\ *M*−*N*\ +\ 1~. The availability of loops is also introduced by Kansky \[[@pone.0139961.ref003]\]. This value is calculated as the ratio between the number of existing loops and the total possible number of loops in a plane, $a_{loops} = \frac{M - N + 1}{2N - 5}$.

### 3.2.2 Complex network indicators {#sec007}

There are many indicators in complex network theory. Here, we present indicators that illustrate the topological network characteristics and their spatial implications for transit networks using three categories: connection, clustering, and centrality.

Connection indicators. The degree of connection k~i~ is defined as the connection of nodes, suppose that node 1 only have one link with node 2, then *k* ~1~ = 1. The average degree of connection is $< k > = \frac{2M}{N}$; the total degree of network connection is denoted as TD. Degree distribution stands for the probability of randomly choosing node v~i~ when k~i~ equals k and is denoted as P(k). The cumulative degree distribution is defined as $P_{k} = {\sum\limits_{k\prime = k}^{\infty}{P(k\prime)}}$; in other words, it is the fraction of nodes with degree values that are not less than degree value k. Given two nodes, *v* ~*i*~, *v* ~*j*~ ∈ *V*, let $d_{\text{min}}^{ij}$ be the shortest path length between them; we can then define the longest path length between these two nodes as the network diameter, D. The average path length of the network is then described as $APL = \frac{2}{N(N - 1)}{\sum\limits_{i \neq j}^{}d_{\text{min}}^{ij}}$. In terms of the efficiency of the global network \[[@pone.0139961.ref014]\], E(G) is the inverse of the shortest path length between each pair of nodes v~i~ and v~j~ and is computed as $E(G) = \frac{2}{N(N - 1)}{\sum\limits_{i \neq j}\frac{1}{d_{\text{min}}^{ij}}}$; it shows the average efficiency of transit flow or information between nodes in the network.

Clustering indicators. Watts and Strogatz \[[@pone.0139961.ref032]\] introduced the clustering coefficient to characterize the degree of clustering in a network. This coefficient is a measure of the extent to which a node, v~i~, shares neighbors with other nodes, which is defined as $C(v_{i}) = \frac{2e_{i}}{m_{i}(m_{i} - 1)}$, where e~i~ is the number of edges shared with local neighbors of node v~i~, and m~i~ is the connection degree of local neighbors of node v~i~. C(v~i~) is derived from the unit interval 0 to 1, which is called the local clustering coefficient. The global clustering coefficient is denoted as $C(G) = {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N}{C(v_{i})}}/N$. The K-core partition is a concept introduced by Seidman \[[@pone.0139961.ref033]\] from the field of social networks to represent the evolution of a network and to depict an area that has a crucial influence on that network. In some extraordinary examples, it can also explain why some nodes have a greater degree of connection but are less important in a network. The k-core of graph G is a maximally connected subgraph in which all vertices have at least degree k.

Centrality indicators. The degree of centrality is defined as $DC(v_{i}) = \frac{ki}{N - 1}$, or the number of links incident on a node that can reflect the importance of the node v~i~ in relation to spatial geography, which indicates that a node with more neighbors is more important in a network. Closeness centrality (C~closeness~) is denoted as the reciprocal of the average distance between each node *d* ~*ij*~; where $d_{ij} = \frac{\sum_{i \neq j}d_{ij}}{N - 1}$ is defined and can be obtained using $C_{closeness}(v_{i}) = \frac{1}{d_{ij}} = \frac{N - 1}{\sum_{i \neq j}d_{ij}}$. This index means that if a node is closer to other nodes, it is more important in the network; it describes the relative location of a node. Betweenness centrality (C~betweenness~) was originally defined by Freeman \[[@pone.0139961.ref034]\] as the total number of shortest paths between two separate nodes d~min,st~ and passing through node v~i~; it reflects the load on node v~i~ and can alternately understood as the controllability of the node. The more routes passing through a node, the easier it is to control the flow of transit to other nodes. On this basis, centrality can be clarified as $C_{betweenness}(v_{i}) = {\sum\limits_{i \neq s \neq t \in V}\frac{d_{\text{min},st}^{i}}{d_{\text{min},st}^{}}}$, and the normalization of betweenness is described as $BC(v_{i}) = \frac{\sum\frac{d_{\text{min},st}^{i}}{d_{\text{min},st}}}{\frac{(N - 1)(N - 2)}{2}} = \frac{2{\sum\frac{d_{\text{min},st}^{i}}{d_{\text{min},st}}}}{(N - 1)(N - 2)}$, where $\frac{(N - 1)(N - 2)}{2}$ is the maximum possible value.

3.3 Cascading failures {#sec008}
----------------------

When the rail network is affected by internal and external factors, the capacity of some of the nodes or edges is exceeded. When this occurs, failure or error emerge. Because of combinations and connections with surrounding nodes and edges, failure and error are amplified and spread according to certain rules. This ripple effect eventually leads to the jam of part of a network or even the collapse of the entire network. This phenomenon is called cascading failure \[[@pone.0139961.ref035]\]. Most researchers focus on the connectivity and reliability of networks and test their robustness \[[@pone.0139961.ref016]--[@pone.0139961.ref021]\]. In this study, we also test the robustness of the PURTNoKL. Several related strategies are applied, including the node and edge elimination strategy, based on the network indices shown in section 3.2.

Numerical Analysis {#sec009}
==================

4.1 The description of the topological evolution process {#sec010}
--------------------------------------------------------

### 4.1.1 Steady increase in network size {#sec011}

Based on the related functions described in sections 2 and 3, the basic properties and topological characteristics of PURTNoKL are provided in [Table 1](#pone.0139961.t001){ref-type="table"}, excluding the centrality of nodes, which will be analyzed in the next section. [Fig 3](#pone.0139961.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the relationship between the number of nodes N and the number of edges M in the network. The results presented in [Table 1](#pone.0139961.t001){ref-type="table"} clearly define a linear relationship between these two indices; the fitting function for the line is *y* = 1.4*x*−9.5, *R* ^2^ = 0.9905 ([Fig 3](#pone.0139961.g003){ref-type="fig"}), and there is a high fitting confidence coefficient. This function illustrates that the growth of nodes and the connections between them obey a linear rule, which lays the foundation for a broad network prediction.

10.1371/journal.pone.0139961.t001

###### The basic topological characteristics of PURTNoKL.

![](pone.0139961.t001){#pone.0139961.t001g}

  Year   N     M     β        τ        M~loops~   a~loops~   \<k\>    TD    APL       D    E(G)     C(G)
  ------ ----- ----- -------- -------- ---------- ---------- -------- ----- --------- ---- -------- --------
  1995   41    42    1.0244   0.3590   2          0.0260     2.0488   84    10.9220   31   0.0916   0.0732
  1996   71    89    1.2535   0.4300   19         0.1387     2.5070   178   10.7911   32   0.0927   0.1070
  1998   90    111   1.2333   0.4205   22         0.1257     2.4667   222   10.3700   32   0.0964   0.1122
  1999   101   122   1.2079   0.4108   22         0.1117     2.4158   244   11.0188   32   0.0908   0.1000
  2001   104   128   1.2308   0.4183   25         0.1232     2.4615   256   11.2018   33   0.0893   0.1019
  2002   112   144   1.2857   0.4364   33         0.1507     2.5714   288   10.4318   32   0.0959   0.1161
  2003   123   164   1.3333   0.4518   42         0.1743     2.6667   328   10.0376   32   0.0996   0.1235
  2004   124   166   1.3387   0.4536   43         0.1770     2.6774   332   9.9920    32   0.1001   0.1326
  2006   125   167   1.3360   0.4526   43         0.1755     2.6720   334   10.0449   32   0.0996   0.1316
  2007   128   170   1.3281   0.4497   43         0.1713     2.6563   340   10.2792   32   0.0973   0.1285
  2008   129   171   1.3256   0.4488   43         0.1700     2.6512   342   10.3808   32   0.0963   0.1275
  2009   130   172   1.3231   0.4479   43         0.1686     2.6462   344   10.4935   33   0.0953   0.1265
  2010   136   178   1.3088   0.4428   43         0.1610     2.6176   356   10.6000   33   0.0943   0.1268
  2011   138   180   1.3043   0.4412   43         0.1587     2.6087   360   10.8007   33   0.0926   0.1250
  2015   142   184   1.2958   0.4381   43         0.1541     2.5915   368   10.9065   33   0.0917   0.1214
  2016   162   205   1.2654   0.4271   44         0.1379     2.5309   410   12.2693   33   0.0815   0.1003
  2017   193   248   1.2850   0.4328   56         0.1470     2.5699   496   12.2127   33   0.0819   0.0908

![The relationship between N and M.](pone.0139961.g003){#pone.0139961.g003}

[Fig 4](#pone.0139961.g004){ref-type="fig"} shows that network complexity β, connectivity τ and availability of loops a~loops~ follow a similar trend, and all have fluctuated over the past 17 years. More specifically, there was an initial dramatic increase from 1995 to 1996, and record high values were attained in 2004. Afterwards, all values have declined gradually. For network complexity β, G~1995~ equalled 1.0244, illustrating that the network forms a nearly tree-like structure. Generally, β fell within the interval \[1.0244, 1.3387\]. When this occurs, we find that β complies with the general Gauss model, and a function could be better fit as: $$\text{f(x)~=~0.5678*exp(-((x-4.784)/7.111)\textasciicircum2)~+~1.245*exp(-((x-17.15)/15.41)\textasciicircum2)+~0.29*exp(-((x-1.961)/1.418)\textasciicircum2),}$$ when R-square = 0.9894. Connectivity τ had a line that fit similarly, as shown below ([Fig 5](#pone.0139961.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Network diameter D increased from 31 to 33 and remained 32 from 1996 to 2008. The loops M~loops~ grew from 2 to 43 from 1995 to 2004 and then remained steady at 43 until 2015. This value is expected to reach 56 by 2017. These indices have shaped the PURTNoKL at the graph level and illustrate a fundamental growth trend across the network. When the network variations from before and after the node additions are analyzed, we can calculate the impact of these nodes and provide useful guidance for future rail line site selections.

![The changing trends of network complexity, connectivity, and availability of loops.](pone.0139961.g004){#pone.0139961.g004}

![Fit line.\
(A) Network complexity, (B) Connectivity.](pone.0139961.g005){#pone.0139961.g005}

### 4.1.2 Degree distribution obeys a heavy-tailed distribution {#sec012}

[Fig 6A](#pone.0139961.g006){ref-type="fig"} shows that the degree distribution of PURTNoKL is conspicuous. In other words, these nodes with a degree value of 2 occupy a high proportion within existing nodes; at each phase of development their proportion was greater than 57%, and this value will reach 69% (at its peak) by 2017. At the network-generating phase (G~1995~), the largest node degree was only 3, but this figure will increase to 9 by 2017. This increase illustrates that the link between two nodes is primarily related from the same rail lines; and the level of intensive network development cannot keep pace with the speed of network expansion in the plane. Since 2002, the distribution pattern has stabilized, as in a heavy-tailed distribution. The degree's cumulative probability distribution (CPD) was calculated and is shown in [Fig 6B](#pone.0139961.g006){ref-type="fig"}. It fit an exponential distribution and is defined by the function $P(k) = \mu_{1}e^{- \mu_{1}x}$. The scaling factor μ~1~ falls within \[1.8, 2.6\] and here is *μ* ~1~ = 2. The average degree \<k\> was also calculated. According to the data, the average degree falls within the interval \[2.0488, 2.6774\], and the arithmetic mean is 2.5506. This index increased from 1995 to 2004, when it peaked. Since that time, it fluctuated slightly but slowly decreased; and it will reach 2.5309 in 2016 and 2.5699 in 2017.

![Degree distributions follow a heavy-tailed distribution.\
(A) Degree distribution: the horizontal axis represents degree value, and the vertical axis represents degree distribution; (B) CPD of degree.](pone.0139961.g006){#pone.0139961.g006}

As [Table 1](#pone.0139961.t001){ref-type="table"} shows, the minimum APL of G~2004~ was 9.9920. The APL will increase to 12.2693 in 2016, when it will reach its highest value. [Fig 7](#pone.0139961.g007){ref-type="fig"} shows that the CPD of the APL is best fit by a normal distribution function, depicted as $F(X;\mu_{2},\sigma_{2}^{}) = \frac{1}{\sigma_{2}\sqrt{2\pi}}\text{exp}\left( {- \frac{{(x - \mu_{2})}^{2}}{2\sigma_{2}{}^{2}}} \right)$, and the scaling factors *μ* ~2~ ϵ\[10.6556,12.1494\] and σ~2~∈\[6.1808,7.0045\]. *μ* ~2~ = 11 and σ~2~ = 6.6 are illustrated in [Fig 7](#pone.0139961.g007){ref-type="fig"}. By contrast, the efficiency of the network E(G) varies inversely with APL and peaked at 0.1001 in 2004. Consequently, with a higher value of APL, and the network become less efficient.

![The CPD of APL.](pone.0139961.g007){#pone.0139961.g007}

### 4.1.3 Networks have definite cluster and centrality tendencies {#sec013}

This concept is a measure of the extent to which a node v~i~ shares neighbors with other nodes. [Table 1](#pone.0139961.t001){ref-type="table"} indicates that with the expansion of the network, the Global Clustering Coefficient C(G) increased from 0.0732 to 0.1326 and peaked in 2004. It has since decreased and will reach 0.0908 in 2017. In other words, the PURTNoKL had its tightest topological structure in 2004, and the structure has become looser since that time. [Fig 8](#pone.0139961.g008){ref-type="fig"} shows the variation in the Clustering Coefficient C(v~i~). In general, the entire network clusters around 5 points; the most distinct cluster is centered on KL Sentral station, which is indicated by station numbers 100 to 120. The k-core partition reveals a similar clustering expression; most of the nodes fall within the 2-core, and KL Sentral station has the largest k-core value (see [Fig 9](#pone.0139961.g009){ref-type="fig"}).

![Clustering Coefficient partition of PURTNoKL.](pone.0139961.g008){#pone.0139961.g008}

![K-core partition of PURTNoKL.](pone.0139961.g009){#pone.0139961.g009}

The total average degree of centrality is 0.0213; and the average G~2017~ is 0.0134. Unlike the k-core, most nodes with values of 1-core and 2-core have the same degree of centrality ([Fig 10](#pone.0139961.g010){ref-type="fig"}). As the network grows, nodes that once had a considerable degree of centrality become less important. In 2017, two important areas will develop higher k-core values and experience a change in their degree of centrality: Bank Negara---Kuala Lumpur---KL Sentral---Seputeh---Salak Selatan (station numbers 7 to 11), and Bandaraya---Masjid Jamek---Plaza Rakyat (station numbers 47 to 49).

![Degree of centrality partition of the PURTNoKL.](pone.0139961.g010){#pone.0139961.g010}

The average closeness value for the network was 0.0991 and will reach 0.0870 in 2017. The cumulative probability distributions of closeness centrality are best fit by a normal distribution function, depicted as $F(X;\mu_{3},\sigma_{3}) = \frac{1}{\sigma_{3}\sqrt{2\pi}}\text{exp}\left( {- \frac{{(x - \mu_{3})}^{2}}{2\sigma_{3}{}^{2}}} \right)$, where the scaling factors are *μ* ~3~ ∈\[0.0870,0.1067\] and d *σ* ~3~∈\[0.02221,0.02738\]. We chose *μ* ~3~ = 0.098 and *σ* ~3~ = 0.025 to illustrate this function in [Fig 11](#pone.0139961.g011){ref-type="fig"}. The larger the index value, the greater the impact or service area. This value can also be employed to estimate the prevalence of traffic congestion in a network \[[@pone.0139961.ref036], [@pone.0139961.ref037]\]. In general, the lowest closeness centrality values will be recorded in 2017; however, as discussed above, the network clusters around five points. We should note that with the operation of a new line in 2017, the area linking Surian---Mutiara Damansara---Bandar Utama---TTDI---Phileo Damansara will undergo improvements in regional development because this area will have increased in closeness centrality (the average value will be approximately 0.1).

![The CPD of closeness centrality for the PURTNoKL.](pone.0139961.g011){#pone.0139961.g011}

Using the same data measuring method, we found that the average betweenness centrality value was 0.0836, and the maximum value, 0.5216, occurred in 1995 at Kuala Lumpur station. At that time, the network consisted of only two lines. Therefore, a central node was able to better control all transit in the network. The data show that the value of KL Sentral Station is 0.2790 in 2017, which corresponds to the real situation. The CPD of betweenness centrality was calculated and is shown in [Fig 12](#pone.0139961.g012){ref-type="fig"}. An exponential distribution best fit these data, which is described by the function $P(k) = \mu_{4}e^{- \mu_{4}x}$ and scaling factors *μ* ~4~ ∈\[0.0593,0.2544\]. We selected μ~4~ = 0.1 for modelling purposes. In 1995, CPD formed a nearly straight line because the network mirrored a tree structure and was less complex. The changing trend shows that with the expansion of the network, μ~4~ becomes smaller; however, an increase in nodes reduces the betweenness centrality.

![The CPD of betweenness centrality for the PURTNoKL.](pone.0139961.g012){#pone.0139961.g012}

4.2. Network growth {#sec014}
-------------------

Prior to this work, planners mainly considered the traditional effects of adding nodes to a network; these effects included the influence of nearby nodes on traffic diversion, the cost of time and surrounding land prices. Our research findings suggest that another effect be considered. Based on the topological network structure and related indices, four typical growth styles affect the PURTNoKL, and the optimization growth style requires a different strategy.

### 4.2.1 Four growth styles {#sec015}

The first kind of network growth style is single station add-on. By adding nodes to the network, it has been found that nodes can work separately as push-nodes and pull-nodes. The addition of a push-node may decrease APL (here, we selected APL as the measurement indicator because APL is the inverse of E(G), the efficiency of the global network), which would make the network more efficient. This efficiency was seen when KLCC and Pasar Seni stations were added in 1998, and when the Mid Valley station was added in 2004. By contrast, pull-nodes (e.g., Kepong Central station, added in 2006) cause the network to become less efficient (see the calculations shown in [Table 1](#pone.0139961.t001){ref-type="table"}). [Table 1](#pone.0139961.t001){ref-type="table"} and [Fig 13](#pone.0139961.g013){ref-type="fig"} illustrate that when we add one node to G~2017~, APL changes dramatically; adding nodes to particular stations or lines will affect the network structure and make the network run much more inefficiently (e.g., APL increases, lies above the black triangle line) or more efficiently (below the line). When APL decreases, there is the potential for network extension.

![The changing trend in APL when a single node is added to the network.](pone.0139961.g013){#pone.0139961.g013}

The next style is new line added. The construction and operation of the KLIA Express, KLIA Transit and KL Monorail Lines increased the complexity, connectivity and other indices after 2002 and 2003. This history illustrates that adding new lines may benefit the network and is supported by predictive data for G~2017~, when an entire new line will be added.

Connect related lines. In 2001, the KL Sentral station was constructed to connect the Seremban, Port Klang, and Kelana Jaya Lines. In 2002, the Bandar Tasik Selatan station was built to connect the Seremban Line with the Sri Petaling Line. This process yields a more complex network structure, and the connecting stations become vital transfer stations that allow people to efficiently change lines.

Line extensions, such as those that occurred on the Sri Petaling and Kelana Jaya Lines resulted smaller connectivity, and larger APL values, additionally, the topological structure became simpler and less efficient. Most importantly, by adding select individual nodes at the end of the rail line, the network change becomes a line extension linked by a single station add-on.

We investigate what would occur when we added different numbers of nodes to the system based on G~2017.~ We used m to count the nodes that add in. When m = 1, m = 4, m = 8 and m = 12, we observed dynamic changes in D and identified specific areas that were relatively stable and unlikely to be significantly affected by the addition of the nodes. These points have the greatest potential for network extension---even after adding a new line---because adding nodes to at these points will not change the diameter of a network. [Fig 14](#pone.0139961.g014){ref-type="fig"} indicates that stations on the Port Klang Line (Putra to Setia Jaya, stations 21 to 30, station list can be see Table in [S1 Table](#pone.0139961.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the Sungai Buloh-Kajang Line (the points near KL Sentral station, stations 170 to 180) have a more stable structure. The data also indicate that 8 nodes on the Ampang Line (Sentul Timur to Sungai Besi, station 60 to 70), the Sri Petaling route (Cheras to Sri Petaling, station 72 to 77) and the Kelana Jaya Line (KLCC to Subang Jaya, station 78 to 90) have extension potential.

![The changing trend in D when 1, 4, 8, 12 nodes are added in.](pone.0139961.g014){#pone.0139961.g014}

Most of the points with higher extension potential are located near the city's economic center, meaning that the rail networks may contribute to the rich-get-richer phenomenon. In general, they obey the degree of preferential attachment mechanism. We also could selected m = 12 based on the APL of the network, selected particular nodes as fixed nodes, and identified every extension line that passed through those nodes to determine the changing trend. This type of extension may be treated as a new line added in or as a connection to related lines.

### 4.2.2 Network growth trend {#sec016}

Based on the situations discussed above, we maintained an unchanged numbers of initial nodes for G~2017~ and identified six different strategies to simulate the growth process. Strategy 1 requires the calculation of total network betweenness centrality for each node and connects the nodes with the smallest betweenness centrality values. If more than one pair of nodes has the lowest values or are already linked, another pair with the same small value is randomly chosen and a new network is created. Then, the new network is recalculated for purposes of obtaining a new matrix of the smallest betweenness centrality values for every node, and new links are added following the same strategy. This process is run repeatedly until one-half of the total number of links are added, as measured by *f* ~a~ = *M*′/*M* ^0^ = 0.5, where M\' is the total number of new links added, and M^0^ is the total number of edges for G~2017~. Strategy 2 computes the shortest path lengths between each node, and then connects the two nodes with the largest value. If more than two nodes have the longest shortest path lengths, two of these are randomly selected and linked. As in strategy 1, the new network is recalculated and links are added until f~a~ is obtained. Strategy 3, as proposed by Huang and Chow \[[@pone.0139961.ref038]\], is based on strategy 2 and computes the pair of nodes p and q, which have the biggest shortest path lengths, where k~p~ and k~q~ are the degrees of nodes p and q, respectively; Q is the product of k~p~ and k~q~, and nodes p and q are connected if they have the smallest value of Q. Meanwhile if there is more than one such pair of nodes or these two nodes are already linked, another pair is randomly chosen. The new network is then recalculated and links are added until f~a~ is obtained. Strategies 4, 5 and 6, are based on the smallest degree, the most insignificant clustering coefficient and the most diminutive closeness centrality of nodes, respectively; and each connects the nodes with the lowest value, and then follows the same procedure as outlined in Strategy 3.

Figs [15](#pone.0139961.g015){ref-type="fig"} and [16](#pone.0139961.g016){ref-type="fig"} show network growth following the 6 strategies outlined above. When links or edges are added to the network, APL decreases regardless of strategy; however, Strategy 2 indicates a significant decrease in both the APL and D of the network; when 10% of the total number edges is added, APL declines by 50% and D decreases by 60%. This result indicates that a network's efficiency and character can be heavily affected by linking nodes with the biggest shortest path lengths; thus, it also suggests that the network should be expanded upon at these nodes.

![The changing trend of APL with different network growth strategies.](pone.0139961.g015){#pone.0139961.g015}

![The changing trend of D with different network growth strategies.](pone.0139961.g016){#pone.0139961.g016}

4.3 Network failures {#sec017}
--------------------

Network cascading failures were investigated to measure the response of the rail network to different attack strategies. First we used the largest degree-based attack strategy. Analyzing a total of 17 networks from G~1995~ to G~2017~, we found that, during the expansion network process, the network became less robust, and 5% of existing nodes were removed ([Fig 17](#pone.0139961.g017){ref-type="fig"}), the total fraction of edges will drop approximately 40% by G~2017~. If this situation were to occur in real life, the entire rail network would rapidly be paralyzed. With the network's growth, larger degree nodes occupy a smaller ratio of total network nodes. Removing these nodes would sharply decrease the network's efficiency. When the ratio of the recalculated number of edges and the initial number of edges are set on the Y axes, we notice that, although this type of growth obeys the degree of preferential attachment mechanism and costs less, it does not benefit future development.

![Network edges fraction change with largest degree-based attack.](pone.0139961.g017){#pone.0139961.g017}

Next, we proposed several different attack strategies to analyze the changing trend of G~2017~. The 1st strategy focuses on the highest clustering coefficient and is based on the node elimination strategy. In other words, the node with the highest clustering coefficient is removed first, and the network is then recalculated to determine the new node with the largest value to be removed from operation. If two or more nodes have the largest value, one is randomly selected for elimination. The 2nd strategy is the largest node degree elimination strategy; it prioritizes the removal of the node with the greatest degree value. The 3rd strategy is the random attacks based on node elimination strategy. Here, one node is randomly selected and removed from G~2017~, and then the network's performance is recalculated and the process is repeated. The 4th strategy is similar to the 3rd one; however, random attacks are based on the elimination of edges. The 5th strategy, which focuses on eliminating the node with the highest betweenness value, meaning that the node with the highest betweenness will be removed preferentially.

[Fig 18](#pone.0139961.g018){ref-type="fig"} suggests that the largest node degree elimination strategy (Strategy 2) affects the G~2017~ most seriously, with 5% of the nodes removed and a 20% decline in the fraction of edges. However, the highest betweenness node elimination strategy can also effectively destroy the network. Therefore, to enhance network protection, additional investments and attention should be undertaken and paid to those nodes with the largest degrees and highest betweenness values.

![G~2017~ edge fraction changes with different attack strategies.](pone.0139961.g018){#pone.0139961.g018}

Conclusion {#sec018}
==========

The construction of a topological network structure using complex network theory in this research reveals the network growth trend in the PURTNoKL. This novel approach to transit network mapping was based on an analysis of the network's expansion with reference to the nodes with the biggest shortest path length values. It also prioritized network protection and revealed that those nodes with the largest degree and the highest betweenness values are most important to the network's operation. These research findings have contributed to the design of the rail network. We also calculated the related network indices and topological network characteristics such as connection, clustering, and centrality. These calculations allow for a deep analysis and evaluation of rail and road networks, which may be useful in the urban planning processes of other countries, particularly as these relate to the analysis of traffic demand and the macro-analyses of local land-use). However, we did notice some shortcomings in the study. For example, we considered the network as an undirected graph and did not calculate the distance between each node or assess traffic flows.

Supporting Information {#sec019}
======================
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Click here for additional data file.
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